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New stationary solutions of four-dimensional dilaton-axion gravity are presented, which cor-
respond to the charged Taub-NUT and Israel-Wilson-Perjes (IWP) solutions of Einstein-Maxwell
theory. The charged axion-dilaton Taub-NUT solutions are shown to have a number of interesting
properties: (i) manifest Si (2, R) symmetry; (ii) an infinite throat in an extremal limit; (iii) the
throat limit coincides with an exact CFT construction. The IWP solutions are shown to admit su-
persymmetric Killing spinors, when embedded in d = 4, N = 4 supergravity. This poses a problem
for the interpretation of supersymmetric rotating solutions as physical ground states. In the context
of 10-dimensional geometry, we show that dimensionally lifted versions of the IWP solutions are
dual to certain gravitational waves in string theory.
PACS number(s): 04.7G.Bw, 04.20.Jb, 11.30.Pb
I. INTRODUCTION
A good deal is now known about static black-hole
solutions in the dilaton-axion theory of gravity, which
arises in the low energy limit of string theory. Solutions
have been found [1—3] which correspond to the Reissner-
Nordstrom black holes of ordinary Einstein-Maxwell the-
ory and also to the Majumdar-Papapetrou (MP) multi-
black-hole solutions. Analogues of the charged C met-
rics, which describe pairs of black holes accelerating away
from one another, have been found as well [4]. It is natu-
ral to expect that this correspondence between solutions
should continue to hold in the more general stationary
case. Here, the only solutions known thus far are the ba-
sic rotating black-hole solutions with either pure electric
or pure magnetic charge [5]. In this paper we present two
additional classes of stationary solutions to dilaton-axion
gravity, which may be considered to be of black-hole
type. These new solutions correspond to the charged
Taub-NUT (Newman-Unti-Tamburino) solutions [6] and
the Israel-Wilson-Perjes (IWP) solutions [7] of ordinary
Einstein-Maxwell theory.
We 6nd a compact form for the general charged Taub-
NUT solution, which reduces to the form of the charged
black hole solution given in [3], when the NUT param-
eter is set to zero. The charged Taub-NUT solution in
Einstein-Maxwell theory has no curvature singularities.
In contrast, the dilaton-axion solution is singular, if the
charge exceeds a certain critical value. In the limit of
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We will use the annotation black-hole type to encompass
natural families of solutions, which include, in addition to
black holes, such things as naked singularities and spacetimes
carrying NUT charge.
zero NUT parameter, this critical charge vanishes and
the singularity corresponds to the singular inner horizon
of the charged black holes. There is thus a competition
between the NUT parameter and the charge in determin-
ing the global structure of these solutions. The charged
Taub-NUT solution in Einstein-Maxwell theory has an
extremal limit in which an infinite throat arises. %'e
6nd that a similar in6nite throat exists for the rescaled
string metric of certain extremal Taub-NUT solutions in
dilaton-axion gravity, which have predominantly mag-
netic charge. Again, when the NUT parameter is set
to zero, this reproduces a known property of extremal
magnetically charged black holes in this theory [1]. This
throat solution, with nonzero NUT parameter, was found
recently in an exact conformal 6eld theory construction
by Johnson [8].
The original IWP solutions describe collections of
charged objects in a state of equipoise, the charges being
such that each object satisfies a "no force" condition with
respect to all of the others. Among the DVP solutions
are the static MP solutions, which describe collections of
extremally charged black holes. The simplest example
of a nonstatic DVP solution is the Kerr-Newman solu-
tion with arbitrary angular momentum per unit mass a,
charge Q, and mass M satisfying
Q =M (1)
For a = 0, this is the same as the extremality condition,
the maximum charge that a static black hole can have.
For a g 0, however, the extremality condition is
Q =M —a (2)
s«h«err-Newman solution in the IWP limit [i.e., sat-
isfying (1)], with a g 0, actually describes a naked sin-
gularity, rather than a black hole. Another simple exam-
ple of a nonstatic IWP solution is the extremal charged
Taub-NUT solution mentioned. above. In this case, as
with all Taub-NUT metrics, the inverse metric is sin-
gular unless the time direction is taken to be periodic.
These then also fail to be black holes. More generally,
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Hartle and Hawking [9] have shown that among the IWP
solutions, only the MP solutions describe black holes. All
of the more general stationary solutions have naked sin-
gularities or other pathological features.
This result is troubling because it has been shown that
the IWP solutions admit Killing spinors of N = 2 super-
gravity [10] and, hence, should be considered supersym-
metric ground states of the theory. The general IWP
solutions, however, do not seem like ground states. For
rotating black holes, the extremal ones satisfying (2) and
having vanishing Hawking temperature, would seem al-
together better suited for the title of physical ground
state. It was recently shown [11]that the nonstatic IWP
solutions fail to be supersymmetric at the quantum level,
due to the trace anomaly of N = 2 supergravity. Thus,
they are, in this sense, "less supersyxnmetric" than the
static solutions, failing to be ground states once quan-
tum corrections are taken into account. This provides a
possible resolution to the paradox of having unphysical
supersymmetric ground states in the Einstein-Maxwell
systexn.
The IWP solutions of dilaton-axion gravity, which we
present below, share many of the properties of the or-
dinary IWP solutions, including their various patholo-
gies. Dilaton-axion gravity, however, may be embedded
in N = 4 supergravity and has vanishing trace anomaly.
We show that the new IWP solutions are again super-
symmetric ground states, admitting Killing spinors of
N = 4 supergravity. Hence, the possible resolution of
Ref. [11] fails in this case, and, if one still would like to
associate the unbroken supersymmetry of asymptotically
fiat spacetixnes with the absence of naked singularities,
one is faced with a new challenge.
A completely different interpretation of the new IWP
solutions arises in the context of embedding into the 10-
dimensional geometry of critical superstring theory. It
was recently shown [12] that four-dimensional extremal
black holes embedded in a certain way in 10-dimensional
geometry are dual to a set of supersymmetric string wave
(SSW) solutions in d = 10, N = 1 supergravity [13].
Here, we show that a similar construction can be used
to relate the stringy IWP solutions to a class of SSW's.
In addition to showing that these solutions are identical
&om the point of view of string propagation, this gives
an independent demonstration of the supersymxnetry of
the IWP solutions.
II. TAUB-NUT SOLUTIONS IN
DILATON-AXION GRAVITY
We follow the conventions of Refs. [14,3]. The signa-
ture of the metric is (+ ———). The action is given by
curvature, and Ii is the field strength of a U(1) gauge
field A„.It is useful to define the complex scalar field
A = a+ie z4' and the SL(2, R)-dual to the field strength:
F = e 2~*F —iaF . (4)
In terms of these fields, the action reads
16~ 2 (Im A)z
The advantage of using F is that the equations of mn-
tion imply the local existence of a vector potential A,
satisfying
F = idA.
If Aq plays the role of the electrostatic potential, then A&
plays the role of magnetostatic potential.
The action (3) describes the bosonic part of the 10-
dimensional effective action of string theory, dimension-
ally reduced to four dimensions. The four-dimensional
vector field in this theory may be either an Abelian part
of a Yang-Mills multiplet or it may come &om the non-
diagonal coxnponent of the metric in extra dimensions,
as in Kaluza-Klein theory, and/or from components of
the two-form gauge field. Only when the supersymmet-
ric embedding of the action (3) has been specified, can
one attribute a definite origin of the vector field. In par-
ticular, in Sec. IV we will consider the embedding of
the action (3) into N = 4 supergravity without addi-
tional matter multiplets. In terms of the 10-dimensional
theory, this means that the four-dimensional vector field
arises &om nondiagonal components of the metric, g„4,
and also from the corresponding components of the two-
form gauge field B4„———g4„,where p = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4
stands for one of the six compactified directions.
The metric of the Taub-NUT solution with charge Q
in Einstein-Maxwell theory [6] is given by
The Taub-NUT spacetimes have no curvature singular-
ities. The metric, however, does have so-called "wire"
singularities along the axes 8 = 0, 8 = vr on which the
metric fails to be invertible. Misner [15] has shown that
the wire singularities may be removed by xnaking the time
coordinate periodic. This may be seen in the following
way. To make the metric regular at the north (8 = 0) and
ds = f(r)(dt+ 2lcos8dy) —f (r)dr —(r +l )dO
(7)
r —2mr —l +Qf(r) =
8= d4x -g -R+2a 2+le44 aa2
—e ~F +iaF*F (3)
where a is the axion, P is the dilaton, R is the scalar
The spacetime duals are *F4" = ~e"" F~, arith Bat
= —&0123 ——+i and curved e = —&01&3 = +~-0123 0123 1
sometimes use a Hat three-dimensional ~' j & such that e123 ——
+1.
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south (8 = ir) poles, we take separate coordinate patches.
Define new time coordinates t~, tg on the patches by
t = tN —2lg = ts+ (8)
If y is to be an angular coordinate with period 2x,
then for consistency on the overlaps we must take the
time coordinates to be periodic, with period 8+i. The
surfaces of constant r then turn out to have S3 topology.
The metric function f(r) in (7) has roots at r~
m 6 gm2+ l2 —Q2. For r ) r+ and r ( r the metric
has closed timelike curves. Thus, although the form of
the metric is similar to Schwarzschild, no black-hole in-
terpretation is possible. For r in the range r & r ( r+,
the coordinate t is spacelike and r is timelike. This region
describes a nonsingular, anisotropic, closed cosmological
model. It can be thought of as a closed universe contain-
ing electromagnetic and gravitational radiation having
the longest possible wavelength [6]. There is a limit of
(7), with Qz = mz + lz, in which the two roots ry coin-
cide at r = m. We will call this the extremal limit. If we
let h = r —m in this limit, then near h = 0 the metric
becomes
m, and NUT charge l.
The equations of motion of dilaton-axion gravity have
an SL(2, R) symmetry, which was used in [2] to generate
black holes with combined electric and magnetic charges,
and hence nontrivial axion field, from those with either
pure electric or magnetic charge. In Ref. [3] the gener-
aDy charged black-hale solution was presented in a com-
pact form which had the property of manifest SL(2, R)
symmetry. The dilaton-axion charged Taub-NUT solu-
tion (10) is already in such a manifestly symmetric form.
In the present context, this means the following. The
SL(2, R) symmetry of the equations of motion of dilaton-
axion gravity allows one, in principle, to generate new
solutions from a known one by applying an SL(2, R)
rotation. However, our solutions already describe the
whole SL(2, R) family of solutions. It suRces to perform
an SL(2, R) rotation only on the parameters describing
the solution. In particular, one has to substitute the
SL(2, R)-rotated values of the axion-dilaton Beld at inBn-
ity as well as the SL(2, R)-rotated values of the charges:
0 + P TI —2iArs(PAD+8) T
PAo+ b '
X2 m2 + l2ds — (dt + 2l cos8drp) — dh
m2+ l2 x
—(m + l )dO
+iArg(yAp+8) I (12)
(9)
where a, P, p, and b are the elements of a SL(2, R) matrix
ds = f (dt+2lcos8dp) —f dr —R dO
(r —r+)(r —r )
g2 7
R' = r'+
r,' = m'+ l'+ /T/' —4/rf',
I2T=-2—,M=m+il,M'Ao(r+ il) + AoT(r+il)+ T
ego
~, = +„,(r(r + a+ T) +..),
e4'
, (ir[X,(r+ il)+ X,T]+ c.c.) .
The solution depends through the two complex param-
eters r = (Q + iP)/2 and M = m + il on four real
parameters: electric charge Q, magnetic charge P, mass
which has the form of an infinite spatial throat of con-
stant cross-sectional area, though it does not have the
simple direct product form of the l = 0 throats.
The uncharged Taub-NUT solution, Eq. (7) with
Q = 0, continues to be a solution in dilaton-axion grav-
ity. The charged solution could in principle be found
from the uncharged one using solution generating tech-
niques (see, e.g. , Refs. [16]), but this would most likely
lead to a relatively unwieldy form of the solution. Rather,
by using less direct methods, we have found the general
charged Taub-NUT solutions in dilaton-axion gravity in
a form which naturally extends that given for the gen-
eral charged black-hole solutions in Ref. [3]. This new
solution is given by
R=
i
This gives the SL(2, R)-rotated solution.
The solutions (10) reduce to known solutions in a nirm-
ber of limits. If the complex electromagnetic charge I' is
set to zero, then the dilaton;axion charge T vanishes as
well, and (10) reduces to the uncharged Taub-NUT so-
lution. When the NUT charge l is taken to zero, (10)
reduces to the general static charged black-hole solution
of Ref. [3].
There is an extremal limit of (10) in which r+ ——r
m. This corresponds to fixing the parameters such that
2]r]2 = [M[~, which in turil implies that [T)2 = )M]2. If
we write the metric in terms of a shifted radial coordinate
r = r —m, then in the extremal limit it becomes
ds =
~
1+
~
(dt+2lcos8d(p)( 2m) 2
")
~
(dr'+ r'dn') . (14)( 2m'
We will see below that this is an example of a dilaton-
axion IWP metric.
The metric (14) does not have an infinite throat near
r = G. However, an infinite throat does arise in the
rescaled string metric ds = e ~d82 for certain cases. To
see this, fix the asymptotic value of the dilaton-axion field
to Ao —i, for simplicity. The dilaton Beld in (10) then
becomes
R2
~r+il+ T~2
The string metric correspondirrg to (10) is then given by
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d-'=
~
+il+ T~' (dt+2l o 8dy)—( —+)( — -) 2 1 dr —dO2 2R4 (r —r+) (r —r )
Now take the extremal limit with the particular choice of parameters I' = kiM/vt 2, T = +M. Note that in terms
of the real charges this is P = +v 2m, Q = +~2l, so that this case reduces to an extremal magnetically charged black
hole in the l = 0 limit. With this choice for the charges Eq. (16) becomes, in terms of the radial coordinate r defined
above,
1dc = )r + 2m+ 2il~~ (dt + 2t coo dditi) ——dr —dB )(r +2m-)' f2
which does have the form of an infinite throat as r ~ 0,
(17)
1 2 1 2dts = 4(mt 4-l ) (dt + 21 c ddost) i—idr —d—Q4m2 r2 (18)
here is a second interesting way to take the throat limit, analogous to the "black hole plus throat" limit of the
extremal magnetic black hole [17]. To reach this limit, start again at (16) and make the coordinate transformation
r = m+ r()[1+2 sinh ((r/2)]. Taking the extremal limit, ro ~ 0, with the charges fixed as in the last paragraph, gives
sinh 0.
da =4(m +l ) (dt + 2l cos ddti) —do —dtt ] .(2mcosho'+ 2+m + I )' (19)
This limit of the extremal Taub-NUT solutions was re-
cently found in an exact conformal field theory construc-
tion by Johnson [8].
The scalar curvature of the charged Taub-NUT solu-
tions is given by e;~g8&~& ——8;a . (22)
where dxs is the Euclidean three-dimensional (3D) metric
and the components v; of the one-form ~ = ~;dz' = v dx
are solutions to the equation
2)T~'(r —r+)(r —r )
R6 (20)
Given these relations between the fields, the entire set of
equations of motion reduce to the single equation
kom which we see that the curvature is singular wher-
ever R2 vanishes. From (10) we can see that this can
happen, if ~T~2 & ls, which corresponds to (Q + P )2 &
4/2(m2 + 12). We see that there is a sort of competition
between the electromagnetic charge and the NUT charge
in determining whether or not the geometry is singular.
These singularities will occur at r„s—+Q~T~2 —l2. In
the limit l = 0, r„ coincides with r, giving the singular
inner black-hole horizon. In the extremal limit we have
r+ —r = t„ —m. There may also in certain cases
be curvature singularities, such as the Schwarzschild one,
which do not contribute to the scalar curvature and which
we have not examined.
III. IWP SOLUTIONS
The IWP solutions in dilaton-axion gravity, like the
IWP solutions in Einstein-Maxwell theory, can be com-
pactly expressed in terms of a single complex function
on the three-dimensional plane. In the present case, this
function gives the value of the complex dilaton-axion field
A, which is independent of the time coordinate. The met-
ric and gauge fields are then given in terms of the real
and imaginary parts of this function by
ds = e ~(dt + ~;dx') —e ~dx,
1A„=+ e2"(1,~),
(9;(9;A = 0;
i.e., the 3D Euclidean I aplacian of A is zero. Note that
(23) includes the integrability condition for (22). Given
this, it is natural to define a second one-form g = g;dz'
by
eij S~yrij, 89ie ~8
The SL(2, B) dual gauge potential is then given by
1A„=p (ae ~, ae2~~+ g). (25)
The scalar curvature of the IWP spacetimes is given,
again as an equation in the Bat background metric, by
R = —2((9(t) —-'e ~((9a)
1 8;AB;A
2 (Tm P)2
We see that there will be a scalar curvature singularity if
Im A = e & = 0 and 8;A& A does not vanish s~ciently
rapidly.
There are many solutions to Eq. (23) corresponding to
AH'erent IWP solutions. We will be primarily interested
in solutions which are asymptotically locally Sat, and for
which A is singular only at isolated points in the three-
dimensional plane. We can then write A(x) in the form
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M) 2(m, + an, )r special limits of known solutions.For example, take A = i(l + 2m/R) with R2 = x2 +
y + (z —ia) 2 a and m are real parameters. If we change
to spheroidal coordinates (r, 8, &p) given by
where the parameters m;, n; are real and correspond to
the masses and NUT charges of the objects. The param-
eters x; may be complex.
If we take all the n; = 0 and x; real, then the axion
a, and hence also u, vanishes, and the IWP solution (21)
reduces to the static MP type solutions of Ref. [1] with
pure electric charge. These correspond to collections of
extremal charged black holes. As with the ordinary IWP
solutions there are two basic ways of moving away from
the static limit; either by allowing the positions x; to
have imaginary parts, or by takang some of the n; g 0.
The first option again introduces angular moment»m and
the second NUT charge. By exercising these two options
in turn for a single source, we will see that we recover
x 6iy = Qr2+ assin8exp(+irp),
z = rcos8,
then A has the form
(28)
. ( 2m%=i 1+
r +iacos8)
2ma cos 8 2mr+i 1+
r + a cos28 g r + a cos28) (29)
and a solution of (22) is given by
2mo;rsin 8
r + A cos 8
The metric and gauge 6elds are then determined to be
( 2mr i-' (ds = 1+ dt
r2 + a2 cos2 8)
T + ck cos 0dx dr + (r'+ aT2 + Q2
r2 + o.2 cos2 8
~2(r + a cos 8 + 2mr)
2mar sin 8 2Mr
+ d(p — 1 + dxr2+a cos 8 ) q r +a cos 8)
cos 8)d8 + (r + a ) sin 8dy
2mnrssn 0
r + 0! Cos 8+ 2mr
(31)
This coincides, after correcting for changes in convention
and a shift by m in the radial coordinate, with Sen's ro-
tating solution [5] in the limit in which the electric charge
q and mass m are related by q = ~2m. Hence, the situa-
tion is the same as with the original I%'P solutions. The
object has the same charge to mass ratio as an extremal
static black hole, but for a g 0 corresponds to a naked
singularity.
Next consider the second option, taking A = i[1+2(m+
il)/r], where m, l are real and r is the usual spherical
radial coordinate. The metric and gauge Gelds are then
given by
have the property of manifest SL(2, R) duality. As stated
above, the present solutions reduce, in the static limit,
to the MP solutions with pure electric charge. Given
the SL(2, R) invariance of the equations of motion, one
can certainly find a more general class of IWP solutions,
which would reduce in the static limit to the generally
charged multi-black-hole solution given in [3]. Among
these more general solutions, there will be examples, in-
cluding the extremal, magnetic Taub-NUT solution al-
ready given above, for which the corresponding string
metrics will have infinite throats.
2m&
ds =
i
1+
i
(dt+2lcos8dcp)
")
—
~
1+
~
(dr'+ r'dA'),( 2m)
r
Aa —+ i1-t' 2m)
2
A~ = +
~
1 —
~
2lcos8.2E ")
(32)
This corresponds to the extremal charged Taub-NUT so-
lution given in the last section, with a particular choice
made for the charges.
Finally, it is clear that the DVP solutions presented in.
this section are not the most general ones. They do not
IV. SUPERSYMMETRY OF DII ATON-AXION
nVP SOX,UTIOXS
So far, in dilaton-axion gravity, the only solutions
known to have unbroken suyersymmetries were the ex-
treme static dilaton-axion black holes [14,18,3,19]. It is
natural to ask now if the dilaton-axion IWP metrics we
have presented in the previous section are supersymmet-
ric. The analogy with ¹instein-Maxwell IMP solutions
[10] would suggest that the answer to this question is
afBrmative.
Before proceeding to check this statement let us ex-
plain its meaning. The action equation (3) can be con-
sidered as a consistent truncation of N = 4, d = 4 un-
gauged supergravity where all the fermionic fields (and
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some bosonic fields as well) are set to zero. The solu-
tions we have presented can therefore be considered as
solutions of N = 4, d = 4 ungauged supergravity with
all the fermionic fields set to zero. It is reasonable to
ask now whether these solutions are invariant under lo-
cal supersymmetry transformations. Since the bosonic
supersymmetry tre~~formation rules are proportional to
the (vanishing) fermionic fields, the bosonic fields are al-
ways invariant. However, the possibility remains that
after a local supersymmetry transformation nonvanish-
ing fermion fields appear. In fact this is what generally
happens. For very special configurations there are a fi-
nite number of local supersymmetry transformations that
leave the fermionic part of the solution vanishing. In this
case one says that the configurations are supersymmet-
ric (i.e., have unbroken supersymmetries) and the cor-
responding supersymmetry parameters are called Killing
spinors.
The N = 4, d = 4 fermionic supersymmetry rules are
All this implies
26,AI ——2e ~PA[el palsy e ] = 0,
which gives the constraint on the Killing spinors:
E'I + ClIJP 6 = 0.0 J (40)
Boer = 0. (4l.)
The equation is
This is a first clear indication that supersymmetry may
be working. In the dilatino part the spin connection does
not enter, it was the relation between the dilaton and
vector field which was relevant.
Now we take the 0 component of the gravitino super-
symmetry rule Eq. (33) imposing time independence of
the Killing spinor set eI.'i.e.,
26~@~1 = V ~El —4e 8~«I — e O' F s f~alge2' 1 —P ab + J
1 +ab 1 -P ab ~+&ah&I 2~2 + ~abI J+0 J = 0.
First, using Eq. (3S) we get
(42)
26 AI = —2(e PA)el+ ~e O' F &argo (34)
& a&I = r ( 4e —~8;Ap el).1 +ab i i 3$ 02 0 (43)
e = e~(dt+ur),
ei = e-&dIz',
eo —e-4'8;,
e; = e [—(u;80+8;]. (35)
The statement that the IWP solutions are supersymmet-
ric then means that the equations 6,@„l= 0, 6,AI = 0
have at least one set of solutions er j0 when we substi-
tute the IWP fields into Eqs. (33) and (34).
To show that this is indeed the case we first calculate
the self-dual spin connections and self-dual vector field
strengths. A basis of vierbeins for the metric (22) is
provided by the one-forms and vectors
Using Eq. (37) we have
~e o F+~algpoeg = p'(p *e 8;Aagg-eg) . (44)
Putting both pieces together we get
26~@'ol = ——,*e' P&w'[&r W a»w'& ] = o i (45)
which is obviously satisfied on account of the constraint
given in Eq. (40).
The last part is to verify the space component of the
gravitino supersymmetry transformation. This is a dif-
ferential equation on the Killing spinor el which has the
form
The self-dual (in the upper Lorentz indices) part of the
spin connection one-form is given by
&osel —4e Bi«l1 1 +ab i 2f
2e e F pa J~ ——0.1 —gab + J (4s)
(v+0* = 'e
~[8;Xe +-ie,,i,ByXe"],
e[e;~sBsX-e + 2i 8(;A6 ~jei"].
(3s)
The diferent components of the self-dual part of the elec-
tromagnetic tensor F are
First we have
2i~+'o—.—s'il —p' [ e&ur;~~+'——e ~~+"]p'e-l, (47)
and second
1 —$ ab m+
~abel'I JPz6J
F, . = p ~e ~;~gi9~A.+ 1 4f (37)
= p'[—~,- 0+, + ~e Fo+,p'p ]algeg. (48)
—2e~pA
1 —P ab — J
~2e cT F b(lIJ
= p*( 2e ~8;A), —
= V*( v2FO;alz7'& )—
= p*(+,* e'&8;Aalg7'e~) -'.
Now, let us examine the dilatino supersymmetry rule Eq.
(34). First observe that
Now we s~~m the last two equations and use our last re-
sult (the 0 component of the gravitino supersymmetry
transformation rule) and the constraint equation (40) to
simplify the snm. We get
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To further simplify this equation we use the identity
Substituting it into Eq. (49), noting that el has negative
chirality and using the explicit form of the spin connec-
tion and the electromagnetic 6eld of the IWP solutions
Eqs. (36) and (37) we get
+ah
2'& ET~QCI — +8 8 Eab~~QI J6 +48 B~ACI1 —$ ub + J i 2P
'+ I~I' —411'I' & 0. (56)
a parallel discussion would hold for the Einstein;Maxwell
IWP solutions and, to our knowledge, has not previously
been given. We hope to return to a more complete dis-
cussion of this point in future work. The DVP solutions
being supersymmetric, must saturate some BGH bound.
One might naively think that, the supersymmetry alge-
bra being the same, the BGH bound should be the same
as that derived in [18]for the extreme static dilaton-axion
black holes: namely
This can be substituted back into Eq. (46) getting, at
last, a much simpler differential equation for the Killing
spinors:
However, from the discussion in the previous sections, it
is clear that the correct BGH bound saturated by the
IWP solutions is
8;el + 4e ~(8;e ~)el = 0, (52) m +l + /T/ —4[r[' & 0. (57)
which can be rewritten as
8;(e ~~ el) = 0 . (53)
Thus, the Killing spinor set el exists and is given in terms
of a set of constant spinors el
~p) by
1(p) ~P/2
where the constant spinors satisfy the same constraint
equation (40) as the Killing spinors themselves:
p Jcl (p) + cllJP E'~p) = 0 .
This constraint limits the number of independent com-
ponents of the Killing spinor set el to half of the total.
Thus, the dilaton-axion IWP solutions have two unbro-
ken supersymmetries mhen embedded into N = 4, d = 4
ungauged supergravity.
Let us nom analyze this result. It is known that super-
symmetry enforces a Bogomolnyi-Gibbons-Hull (BGH)
bound [20] on the charges, which is saturated by those
con6gurations having unbroken supersymmetries. These
charges are defined at asymptotic infinity and usually
consist of the mass and central charges of the super-
symmetry algebra (in the case of extended supersym-
metry theories). For static, asymptotically fiat black
holes, there is a fascinating coincidence between the BGH
bound, which implies supersymmetry, and the extremal
bound, which implies the absence of naked singularities
[14]. If one tries to extend this to configurations which are
not asymptotically Hat or are not static, one finds that
the rule no longer holds. For instance, static asymptoti-
cally anti-de Sitter solutions with both unbroken super-
symmetries are known to have naked singularities [21].
Likewise, there are Einstein-Maxwell IWP metrics which
are both supersymmetric and have naked singularities.
In this latter case (take for instance the Kerr-Newman
metric with Q2 = M2) the dk%culty can be traced to the
fact that the angular moment»m of the hole is present in
the condition for the absence of naked singularities, but
not in the BGH bound.
For the IWP solutions, NUT charge plays an interest-
ing role in the analysis of BGH bounds as mell. Qe dis-
cuss this brie6y here for our dilaton-axion solutions, but
The NUT charge t appears here as a sort of dual to the
usual ADM mass. At first, this is a bit surprising. How-
ever, the NUT charge is mell knomn to play such a role;
Taub-NUT space being interpreted as a gravitational
dyon (see e.g. [23] and references therein). If asymptotic
conditions are relaxed to allow for nonzero NUT charge,
then the NUT charge must arise as a boundary term in
a positive energy construction on a spatial slice.
Finally, note that once again the angular momentum
does not appear in the bound (57) and that, in the cases
in which the NUT charge vanishes and we have asymp-
totically fiat geometries in the usual sense, we will have
the same problems discussed above.
From the dilaton-axion IWP solutions, which me have
presented in the previous section, one can generate more
general solutions using SL(2, R)-duality rotations [2,22].
The new solutions will have the same Einstein-frame met-
ric but difFerent dilaton, axion and vector fields, and,
therefore, difFerent string-kame metric. In addition they
will have the same number of unbroken supersymmetries
[18,19). The same problems with supersymmetry and
naked singularities will be present in the SL(2, R)-rotated
solutions.
The relation between extreme black holes of ordinary
Einstein-Maxwell theory and IWP metrics, mhich are
both supersymmetric at the classical level when embed-
ded into N = 2 supergravity, was analyzed in [10,11]. In
particular the Killing spinors of the IWP solution depend
on space coordinates through some complex harmonic
function V:
el(x) = V'i (x)el (0), I =1,2,
where ~1
~p) are some constant spinors. The same func-
tion V is also used in the ansatz for the metric and for
the vector Geld. If we choose the imaginary part of the
function V to become zero, we reduce the IW P solution
to the extreme electrically charged Reissner-Nordstrom
solution. Simultaneously the K~I»ng spinor dependence
on the space-time is reduced to the dependence on the
real function V in Eq. (58).
In N = 4 supergravity the Killing spinors of SL(2, R)
form invariant dilaton-axion black holes also have a de-
pendence on space coordinates through a complex func-
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tion [18,19]. The real part of this function is defined
by the g«component of the metric and the imaginary
part of it is related to the Arg(pA + 6), where A is the
dilaton-axion field and p, h are parameters of SL(2, R)
tra~aformations defined in Eq. (13).
We have found that the Killing spinors for dilaton-
axion IWP solutions, described in the previous sections
of this paper, depend on space coordinates through a
1
real function e~~. Such dependence is known to exist
for pure electric dilaton black holes [14]. If we would
consider the more general class of dilaton-axion IWP so-
lutions, related to those presented above by a generic
SL(2, R) transformations, we would get a complex func-
tion, defining the dependence of a Killing spinor on space
coordinates [18,19]. However here we have studied the
special form of IWP solutions, whose Killing spinors de-
pend on x only through a dilaton field. In stringy kame
electric black holes as well as our IWP solutions have
Killing spinors with dependence on space coordinates in
the form e&. This gives us a nice bridge to the supersym-
metric gravitational waves and their dual partners. We
have studied such dependence before and know that the
relevant gravitational waves have constant Killing spinors
[13]. The Killing spinors of the dual waves have the fol-
lowing dependence on space coordinates [26):
e.„(z)= e4'& leo.
V. IMP SOLUTIONS FROM STRXNCV %AVES
The previous section shows that to find the unbro-
ken supersymmetry of the four-dimensional IWP dilaton-
axion solutions one has to solve a rather involved set
of equations. In the present situation, where the result
poses a conceptual puzzle, it is useful to have an inde-
pendent means of checking supersymmetry.
Interesting enough, there does exist a completely in-
dependent method of deriving the general IWP dilaton-
axion solutions, which automatically ensures that they
are supersymmetric. There exist gravitational wave so-
lutions in 10-dimensioaal N = 1 supergravity, which have
been shown to be supersymmetric [13] and which are
known as supersymmetric string waves (SSW's). Fur-
ther, it was recently shown [12] that certain SSW's
are dual, under a o-model duality transformation [27],
to extremal four-dimensional black holes, embedded in
10-dimensional geometry. Here, we show that cer-
tain other SSW's transform under o.-model duality
into four-dimensional IWP solutions embedded into 10-
dimensional geometry. One can preserve the unbroken
supersymmetry of higher-dimensional solutions by us-
ing dimensional reduction of supergravity [25]. The fact
that cr-model duality preserves supersymmetry is proved
in [24]. Also a direct proof of supersymmetry of dual
partners of the wave solution in 10-dimensional theory is
available [26].
Here we recount the construction brie6y. More details
can be found in [12]. Our conventions in this section are
those in [26,12].
where the 10-dimensional fields are the metric gM~, the
three-form field strength HMNI, = B~MB~ij, and the
dilaton P. Note that in this section we will be working
with the string metric, rather than the Einstein metric,
as we have in the previous sections. The zero slope limit
of the SSW solutions [13] in d = 10 are given by the
Brinkmann metric and two-form gauge potential
i=8
ds = 2du dv + 2AM dz™du—) dz'dz',
B = 2AM'™A du, A =0,
(61)
where the indices run over the values i = 1, . . . , 8, M =
0, 1, . . . , 8, 9 and we are using the notation zM
(u, v, z } for the 10-dimensional coordinates. We have
put the tilde over the 10-dimensional coordinates for this
solution, because we will have to compare this origi-
nal 10-dimensional solution after dual rotation with the
four-dimensional one, embedded into the 10-dimensional
space. A rather nontrivial identification of coordinates
describing these solutions will be required.
The equations of motion reduce to equations for A„(z')
and A;(z~), which are
LA„=0, (62)
where the Laplacian 4 is taken over the transverse di-
rections only.
Application of a o-model duality transformation [27] to
the SSW solutions given in Eq. (61) leads to the following
new supersymmetric solutions of the equations of motion
in the zero slope liinit [26]:
i=8
ds = 2e ~(dud6+ A;dudz') —) dz'dz',
B = —2e ~(A„duA d6+ A;du A dz'),
e '& =1—A„,
(63)
where, as before, the functions AM = (A„
A„(H),A„=O, A; = A;(zi)) satisfy Eqs. (62). We
call this new solution the dual partner of the SSW, or
"dual wave" for simplicity.
The next step after the dual rotation of the wave is to
dimensionally reduce from d = 10 to d = 4. Both steps
can be performed in a way which keeps the unbroken
supersymmetry of the original SSW configuration intact.
The rules for this procedure have been worked out in
Re&. [12,24], and more details of the procedure may be
found there.
The four-dimensional action, related to (60) by our
We consider the zero slope limit of the eHective string
action. This limit corresponds to 10-dimensioaal lV = 1
supergravity. The Yang-Mills multiplet will appear in
first order a' string corrections. The bosonic part of the
action is
1S = — d z e ~g g—[—R+ (8$) — H-], (60)2
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dimensional reduction is3
9 = — d z e ~g—g[—R + 4(ay) —4H + 2+ (V)],2
(64)
where again the Laplacian is taken ever the transverse
directions only.
A few mere steps are required te dimensionally reduce
the dual wave and recover the IWP solutiens of the pre-
vious sections. These include a coordinate change
where z = z'+(u, 6 = v+(z
F„„(V)= 28(„V„],
H„„p—8(„B„p)+ V(„E„p)(V) . (65)
shifting B by a constant value and a particular identifi-
cation of the coordinates in the dual-wave solution with
those in the uplifted DvVP solution:
The embedding of the four-dimensional fields in this ac-
tion in d = 10 are v = v+(z
(io)
pl V
(io)
g4v
(io}
g44
(io)gIJ
&(io)
y(io)—
g„„—V„V„,
—V„,
—1 )
QIJ = ~IJ)
Bglv )
V„,
1,2i3,5i. ..,8
tl )
z = z4+(u,
-1,2,3,5, ...,8 (70)
ds = 2e ~dz (dt + u . dx) —) dz'dz' —dx
4
B = 2e ~dz —A (dt+~ dx). (71)
ARer all these steps our 10-dimensional dual wave be-
comes
where the indices p, v run over the range 0, 1, 2, 3 and I, J
run over the range 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. This formula can be used
to uplift a U(1) four-dimensional field configuration, in-
cluding the dilaton and axion fields, to a 10-dimensional
field configuration, in a way which is consistent with su-
persymmetry. Or vice versa, one may bring down to four
dimensions a 10-dimensional configuration which has the
property g4„——B4„(io) (1o)
To generate a dual wave, which upon dimensional re-
duction gives the four-dimensional IMP solutions, we
make the following choices for the vector AM in the 10-
dimensional SSW (61). The components AM are taken
to depend only on three of the transverse coordinates,
x,z, z, which will ultimately correspond to our three-
dimensional space. We choose one component, e.g. , A4
to be related to according to A4 —(A„,where (2 = 61
depending on the signature of spacetime. 4 Recall that
from (63) A.„ is related to the dilaton by A„=1 —e
For the remaining components we take only A1, A2, A3
to be nonvanishing, and we relabel these as ~1,~2, cu3 for
obvious reasons. To summarize, we then have
A4 —(A„,Ai = (ui, A2 = ur2,
A3 = (u3, A5 —— ~ —A8 ——0. (67)
The equations of motion (60), in terms of these degrees
of &eedom, become
(68)
Note that the four-vector Geld V„in this action is related
to the four-dimensional four-vector field A„in the action (3)
as V„=v 2A„.The difFerence in notation between the four-
dimensional action (3) and equation below is explained in [24].
See [12] for the details.
To recognize this as the lifted IWP solution, add and
subtract from the metric the term e4~(dt + cu dx) 2. We
can then rewrite the dual-wave metric (70) as
ds = e ~(dt+(u dx) —dx
dz —e ~(dt + (u . dx)] —) dz'dz' . (72)
The first two terms now give the string metric for the
four-dimensional IWP solutions. The nondiagonal com-
ponents g„4,in the third term, are interpreted as the
four-dimensional gauge field components, showing the
Kaluza-Klein origin of the gauge field in this construc-
tion. Note that the four-dimensional vector field compo-
nents are also equal to the oK-diagonal components of the
two-form gauge field, giving the overall identifications
xrgt4=Bt4=~ 2g4 —B4 —e ~; = —V;.
(73)
The dilaton of the IWP solution, is identified with the
fundamental dilaton of string theory, rather than with
one of the modulus fields. The axion is identified with
the four-dimensional part of the three-form field strength
H given in Eq. (65). Note that these components of H
come totally from the second term in (65), since the four-
dimensional B„„vanishes.The equations of motion (68)
coincide with Eq. (23) which we had earlier for the IWP
solutions.
This provides an independent proof of unbroken su-
persymmetry of dilaton-axion DVP solutions. Here we
have demonstrated only the relation between the SSW's
and PVP solutions. The proof that the unbroken super-
symmetry survives the duality transformation and spe-
cial compactification is the subject of other publications
[12,24].
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VI. DISCUSSION
We have presented new, stationary, black-hole-type so-
lutions to dilaton-axion gravity. These new solutions
share many basic properties with their counterparts in
Einstein-Maxwell theory, w'hile H~H'ering &om these coun-
terparts in ways which are familiar &om previous studies
of dilaton-axion black holes. For the Taub-NUT solu-
tions, two particularly interesting features are the sin-
gularities which arise for charge sufBciently large and
the existence of an infinite throat for the string met-
ric in the extremal limit with predominantly magnetic
charge. This latter feature makes contact with recently
derived exact conformal Beld theory results [8]. It should
be possible to find a more general stationary solution in
dilaton-axion gravity, analogous to the general type-D
metric of Einstein-Maxwell theory [28], including mass,
NUT charge, electromagnetic charge, rotation, and an
acceleration parameter. This grand solution would en-
compass the present Taub-NUT solutions, as well as the
rotating solutions [5] and C-metric-type solutions [4], as
subclasses.
As explained in the Introduction, the discovery of
the new, supersymmetric, dilaton-axion IWP solutions
brings back an apparent paradox, to which a resolution
had recently been posed in the case of Einstein-Maxwell
theory. The paradox arises if one interprets unbroken
supersymmetry of a bosonic solution as indicating that
the solution is a physical ground state of the theory.
In Einstein-Maxwell theory the fact that the IWP so-
lutions are supersymmetric implies a large degeneracy of
the ground state in a given charge sector; single object
solutions with vanishing NUT parameter, for example,
satisfy Q2 + P2 = M2 with arbitrary angular momenta.
This degeneracy, however, is removed when quantum cor-
rections are taken into account. The trace anomaly of
N = 2 supergravity is found to contradict the integra-
bility condition for supersymmetry for nonzero angular
momentum [11]. This provides a simple possible resolu-
tion of the paradox, since the trace anomaly, related to
the Gauss-Bonnet Lagrangian, is well known in super-
gravity, being gauge independent and finite. Any other
quantum corrections in gravitational theories are signifi-
cantly more dificult to control. The gauge independent
trace anomaly, however, vanishes in the present case of
N = 4 supergravity, making it much more difBcult to un-
derstand any efFect of quantum corrections in removing
the degeneracy of the supersymmetric state. This will be
the subject of future investigations.
The fact that the new stationary solutions of N = 4
supersymmetric theory have naked singularities in the
canonical geometry does not contradict the conjecture
[14] that supersymmetry may act as a cosmic censor for
static, asymptotically Bat configurations. In N = 2 the-
ory, it was possible to establish that the more general sta-
tionary solutions are not actually supersymmetric, when
quantum corrections are taken into account. At present
we do not know whether any analogous situation may
hold in N = 4 theory.
The presence of a fundamental dilaton field in our the-
ory may be considered as the source of a completely
difFerent interpretation of the geometry. In Einstein-
Maxwell theory there is no natural source of a confor-
mal transformation to another metric. However, in string
theory the natural geometry of the target space is the so-
called stringy &arne, where the string metric is related to
the canonical one by the Weyl transformation e24'. More-
over, in string theory the four-dimensional spacetime is
not the only relevant space for understanding of config-
urations which solve the equations of motion of the full
ten-dimensional theory. A possible radical point of view
in seeking a resolution to our paradox would be to ignore
the properties of the canonical four-dimensional configu-
ration and to study our solutions instead in the stringy
&arne by "liRing" them up to ten dimensions. We have
done this in Sec. VI and shown that the IWP solutions
are dual partners of the supersymmetric string waves,
which were found in [13]. We hope to return in future
work to the implications of this dual relationship between
black-hole-type solutions and gravitational waves.
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